A number of minor publications are not listed here. These include articles in magazines devoted to jazz, blues and discography (1959–64), unsigned reviews in British Book News (1962–6), signed book reviews in newspapers (The Scotsman 1962-3, The Canberra Times 1981, 1986-90), and a number of letters to the editor and short articles in newspapers and university magazines.


1962
Review
a of G. Herdan, Type-token mathematics, in Archivum Linguisticum 14: 159-61.

1963
Book

Articles
b A logical statement of grammatical theory, as contained in Halliday's 'Categories of the theory of grammar', Language 39: 654-68.
c A trend in semantics, Linguistics 1: 30-57.

Review
d of Lázló Antal, Questions of meaning, in Linguistics 2: 96-102.

1964
Book
b Virgin birth [letter to editor], *Man* n. s. 3: 653-4.

Review


1969

Book


Articles

b Relative clauses and possessive phrases in two Australian languages, *Language* 45: 35-44.


Review

1970

Book


Articles


c Olgolo syllable structure and what they are doing about it, *Linguistic Inquiry* 1: 273-6. See also 1982a.

1975
Article


Review


1976
Books


Articles


Review


Reviews


1980

Book


Article


Reviews

of Joyce Hudson, The core of Walmatjari grammar, in AUMLA (Australian Universities Language and Literature Association journal) 53: 125.

of Peter Sutton (editor), Languages of Cape York, in Language 56: 702-3.

of N. J. B. Plomley, A word-list of the Tasmanian Aboriginal languages, in Language 56: 703.


of Terry Crowley, The Middle Clarence dialects of Bandjalang, in Language 56: 912-3.

of The need for interpreting and translation services for Australian Aboriginals with special reference to the Northern Territory - a research report, in Aboriginal History 4: 226-9.

Article

1984
Books

Articles
d The semantic basis of syntactic properties, pp. 583–95 of Proceedings of the tenth annual meeting of the Berkeley Linguistics Society.

Review

1985
Book

1986
Book

Article
b Noun classes and noun classification in typological perspective, pp. 105–12
Paperback. Chicago: University of Chicago Press. ix, 333 pp. See also 2010e.

Articles
b Australian languages. Canberra: Department of Aboriginal Affairs. 8 pp. [Pamphlet produced for free distribution throughout the nation.]
c The Dyirbal kinship system, *Oceania* 59: 245-68.
d The original languages of Australia, *Vox* 3: 26-33.
g We may lose, but we’ll go down fighting for what we believe in, *Canberra Times*, 12 April 1989, p. 9. [Article protesting against the federal government’s plan to amalgamate the Australian National University with the Canberra College of Advanced Education. The plan was abandoned.]

Review
h of Peter Austin (editor), *Complex sentence constructions in Australian languages*, in *Australian Aboriginal Studies*, 1989, No. 1, pp. 76-7.

1990
Books
b Edited by R. M. W. Dixon and Martin Duwell. *The Honey Ant Men’s love song and other Aboriginal song poems*. Paperback. St Lucia: University of Queensland Press. xvi, 147 pp. [Co-editor; co-author of Introduction; collector, translator and editor for 18 of the poems.]

Articles
c Compensating phonological changes: an example from the northern dialects of Dyirbal, *Lingua* 80: 1-34.

Review

1992
m Books

Articles
c Naïve linguistic explanation, Language in Society 21: 83-91. See also 2011c.
e ‘The Tully dialects’ are Dyirbal, Studia Linguistica 46: 72-6.

Reviews
m of Desmond C. Derbyshire and Geoffrey K. Pullum (editors), Handbook of Amazonian languages, volume 3, in Diachronica 9: 111-114.

1993
m Article
1996

Book

Articles

Review
e  of Francesca C. Merlan, A grammar of Wardaman, a language of the Northern Territory of Australia in Language 72: 839-42.

1997

Books
a  The rise and fall of languages. Hardback and paperback. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press. vi, 169 pp. See also 2001c and 2010d.

Articles

1998

Articles
Articles

c A typology of causatives: form, grammar and meaning, pp. 30-83 of 2000a. See also 2003e.

2001

Books


Articles

d The Australian linguistic area, pp. 64-104 of 2001a.
e Internal reconstruction of tense-modal suffixes in Jarawara, *Diachronica* 18: 3-30.

2004
Books

Articles

d. Adjective classes in typological perspective, pp. 1-49 of 2004b.
e. The small adjective class in Jarawara, pp. 177-98 of 2004b.

2005
Book

Article

b. Comparative constructions in English, Studia Anglica Posnaniensia 41: 5-27. See also 2011c.

2006
Books
c Paperback reissue (with corrections) of 2006b, *Serial verb constructions, a
cross-linguistic typology (Explorations in linguistic typology, volume 2)*. Oxford:
Oxford University Press. xxiv, 369 pp.

Articles

d Field linguistics, a minor manual, *Linguistic fieldwork*, a special issue of

2008

Books

a Paperback reissue (with corrections) of 2006c, *Complementation, a cross-
linguistic typology (Explorations in linguistic typology, volume 3)*. Oxford:
Oxford University Press. xvi, 288 pp.
b Paperback reissue (with corrections) of 2006d, *Grammars in contact, a cross-
linguistic typology (Explorations in linguistic typology, volume 4)*. Oxford:

Articles

d Comparative constructions: a cross-linguistic typology, *Studies in Language*
32: 787–817.
e Australian Aboriginal words in dictionaries — A history, *International Journal
of Lexicology* 21: 129–52. See also 2011c.
f *Twice and constituency, Studia Anglica Posnaniensia* 44: 153–202. See also
2011c.

Review

g of Hermann Nekes and Ernest A. Worms, *Australian Languages*, edited by
William B. McGregor. in *Anthropological Linguistics* 49. 75–80. [Dated 2007,
published 2008.]

2009

Books

a Edited by R. M. W. Dixon and Alexandra Y. Aikhenvald. *The semantics of clause
linking, a cross-linguistic typology (Explorations in linguistic typology, volume


e Paperback reissue of 1984a, *Searching for Aboriginal languages, memoirs of a field worker*. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press. ix, 333 pp. See also 1989a

FORTHCOMING

Book

a *Basic linguistic theory*, volume 3 — *Further grammatical topics*. Oxford: Oxford University Press.

Article